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There is general and growing consensus that individual rights in data are critical, and that people must
have a greater say in how their data is collected, used, and managed. Innovations such as personal data
stores facilitate greater individual control over data for a number of purposes, including sharing and
monetising one’s personal data. Monetisation of personal data is also being considered in the form of
monetary dividends. This focus on individual entitlements in the data economy ignores that people, in
their atomised online existence, cannot negotiate with technology companies for their data rights. For
instance, expecting people to navigate privacy policies, irrespective of design, puts an undue burden of
consent on individual users. Individual consent is broken, and remedies for isolated grievances do not
lead to systemic changes in the data economy.
To remedy this, community rights and collective bargaining are being considered by scholars and
thinkers. This makes sense as data is only valuable as a large collected resource – the value of the
network is critical. Insights about individuals are drawn through networks and communities we inhabit.
Digital exhaust, or data about us from ambient environment – cctv, satellite imagery, IoT machines is
also representative of the community. Further, in some interpretations datasets of value are a result of
labour performed by a number of groups of people online – therefore decisions on data should be made
by representatives of these groups. It is also apparent that exercising individual data rights in some
cases might compromise those of the community. Viewing community data as a public resource can
help unlock data for the benefit of the community itself.
The idea of community ownership and governance of data and decisions around it needs to be
reworked to bring offline support systems and voice to online action can help restructure some of the
injustices of the data economy, and lead more decentralised ideas of power and control. There is some
scattered activity on this, for instance in indigenous data sovereignty – the rights of Indigenous peoples
and tribes to govern the collection, ownership, and application of their own data”. More recently,
movements like BlackLivesMatter, aim to use data to empower communities of colour.
In this panel we discuss, decentralised systems of data governance through community action, and
draw lessons for a reimagination and renegotiation of data rights.

KEY QUESTIONS
Why is it important to think about community data ownership and governance?
What are some alternative approaches to governance that can be applied to data –
what can we learn from ecological, indigenous approaches?
How can community based ownership and governance help negotiation better
data rights including distributing economic value?
What is the role of data stewardship in this context – can trusts, collaboratives help
implement community data rights?
What are the social, legal, technological and regulatory mechanisms required to
actualize community ownership and decision-making on data?
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DATA STEWARDSHIP
Data stewardship enables an intermediary to facilitate
consent and decision-making on behalf of users, to balance
individuals and community data rights with the use of data
for societal good.
Read our full report here:
https://thedataeconomylab.com/2020/06/24/datastewardship-a-taxonomy/
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